Social Impact Fund
Smart, Simple Venture Investing
for Double Bottom Line Investors
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Who We Are
What is the AVG Social Impact Fund?

What is Alumni Ventures Group?

• The smartest, simplest way to create a diverse portfolio

• AVG operates a family of 20 funds

of venture deals that support education, sustainability,
community building, economic opportunity, poverty
alleviation, and support bold, transformative steps to a
more sustainable path
• Investing in every AVG deal that is approved by our
Investment Committee, investing alongside top VCs
• One check, one set of paperwork, you set your budget
($50K minimum)

• 32 full-time investing professionals in 5 offices
nationwide
• Many benefits, especially in deal flow quantity
and quality
• One of the most active venture funds in the world
• Currently, 10-15% of all AVG deals meet the
criteria of our Social Impact Fund
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Why Invest in Venture Capital?
Key Takeaways
ü

VC has consistently outperformed
the S&P

ü

VC can do well, even when other
asset classes don’t

ü

Sophisticated investors often put
5-15% of their portfolios in VC
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Why Invest in the AVG Social Impact Fund?

Deals Are Compelling
Investments

Support Good Causes in a
Meaningful Way

Intelligently Diversify
Your Portfolio

All deals must first be compelling

We are informed by the UN SDGs, investing

We help you invest in a portfolio of deals

investment opportunities, vetted and

in deals that contribute to the betterment

vetted by AVG funds and diversified by sector,

selected by AVG funds from a large pool of

of people, our planet, and prosperity and

stage, and geography

possible deals

impact such areas as education, health and
well-being, economic equality, inclusion,
and more
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Our Investment Team
Backed by the Alumni Ventures group team and tens of thousands of supporters

Gail Gilbert Ball

Tom “TK” Kuegler, CIO

WHARTON ‘79

LOYOLA ’94

Gail is Senior Partner of the Social Impact Fund and the Women’s Fund, as

TK is Chairman of Alumni Ventures Group and CIO, helping launch new funds,

well as Managing Partner of Chestnut Street Ventures. During her long career
at global financial services firms, she has served in decision-making posts as a
banking executive, regulator, service provider, and board member. Her areas
of expertise include financial services, portfolio development, financial
analysis, and information tech. Gail served as a C-suite member of The
Bancorp Bank, the innovative banking solution provider for the most
recognizable names in digital banking. She also filled other executive roles
at PNC Bank, Chase and Capital One, and NCO Financial Systems and headed
the Payments Studies Group at the Richmond Fed. Gail has a BS Economics,

recruit deal teams, and oversee portfolio management. He is also the Cofounder and General Partner of Wasabi Ventures, a venture capital incubator
and consulting firm that builds and advises early stage tech companies.
Wasabi Ventures has launched, financed, and advised over 200 startups,
including Right Now Technologies, PBworks, Ustream, and Etherpad.
Previously, TK was the Co-founder of two successful Internet startups, SNT
and SpinBox. He earned a BS in Economics from Loyola and serves on the
Board of Sponsors of Sellinger School of Business at Loyola.

Finance and Statistics from Wharton.
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Existing Venture Options for Most Individuals Are Poor
We make venture capital accessible, solving some of the biggest problems for individuals

Lack of access to the best deals
and funds

DIY is incredibly time intensive

Diversification by stage, sector, and
geography is difficult

With those problems solved, what percentage of your portfolio should be in VC?
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Our Smart, Simple Approach to Venture Investing
SMART

SIMPLE

• Co-invest with top investors to create a diversified

• One set of paperwork, one check

portfolio of social impact investments, sourced from all
AVG deals
• Leverage full-time investing staff and back office
support working out of 5 regional offices

• Own a large, diversified portfolio of social impact
investments
• 24/7 secure online portal & white glove support

• Rigorous, process-based due diligence
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Sample Investments
These social impact deals were completed by other funds in the AVG family

FOCUS

FOCUS

FOCUS

FOCUS

FOCUS

Career services
platform for underrepresented groups

Cleantech power
generation

Sustainable, natural
ingredient substitutes

Edtech reading
subscription program

STAGE

STAGE

STAGE

Addiction clinics for
under-served
populations

Opportunistic

Early

STAGE

Growth

Early

CO-INVESTORS
Andreessen Horowitz, Y
Combinator, Comcast
Ventures, Omidyar
Network, Magic
Johnson Enterprises

CO-INVESTORS
CO-INVESTORS
Kleiner Perkins, New
Enterprise Associates

415 Investments, NXT
Ventures

Growth

CO-INVESTORS
Various angels

STAGE
CO-INVESTORS
Mattel-Fisher Price,
Wellington
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Our Investment Strategy
Smart, simple venture investing in double bottom line deals

Diversified Venture
Portfolio

Co-invest with Strong
Lead Investors

Deal Access Via AVG
Network

A large portfolio of social impact

We only invest when strong,

Entrepreneurial teams desire our

deals, diversified by sector, stage,

established investors are involved

investment because we are a

and geography

meaningful check, low friction, and
have a large rolodex
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Co-Invest Alongside Top Venture Investors*
Invest in deals most individuals never know about or get access to
• Accel Partners

• Gates Foundation

• Menlo Ventures

• Andreessen Horowitz

• General Catalyst Partners

• New Enterprise Associates (NEA)

• Benchmark

• Goldman Sachs Ventures

• Norwest Venture Partners

• Bessemer Venture Partners

• Google Ventures

• Omidyar

• Better Ventures

• Greylock Partners

• Sequoia Capital

• Bezos Expeditions

• Kapor

• Summit Partners

• Blockchain Capital

• Khosla Ventures

• SV Angel

• CrunchFund

• Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers

• Venrock

• Founder Collective

• Lightspeed Venture Partners

• Y Combinator

• F-Prime Capital (Fidelity)

• Maveron
*This list reflects co-investors in other AVG funds
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Investment Terms
• Investor minimum $50K, maximum $1M

• 10-year funds

• Investors must be accredited

• Industry standard 2% management fee and 20% carried

• Portfolio is diversified by sector, stage, and geography

interest
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View imge

Our Deal Sourcing & Investment Process
The Social Impact Fund invests in approximately 1-2 deals / month

Inbound Deal Referrals &
Outbound Deal Hunting
• Referrals from large network of VC
and PE professionals
• Deal sharing in AVG family of funds
and external VC friends
• Research to target best
opportunities

Rigorous Winnowing
• AVG reviews 200 – 300 deals /
month
• Proprietary deal scorecards for
every deal AVG reviews

Investment Teams
• 32 full-time professionals
• 5 regional offices
• Hundreds of years of venture
investing experience

• AVG network of experts gives us
unique due diligence perspective
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Investor Next Steps
NEXT
Key Points
• Easy way to invest in social impact venture deals

• Let’s schedule a call
• Let me think about it

• Smart: Own a large, diversified portfolio of social
impact investments
• Simple: One check
• Invest alongside top VC & PE investors in vetted

Go to the fund website by clicking the button below

INVESTOR NEXT STEPS

deals
• Access one-off deal opportunities exclusively
available to our investors
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Important Disclosure Information
Each of the various funds of AVG Social Impact Fund is a different series of Launch Angels Funds, LLC, doing business as Alumni Ventures Group Funds (AVG Funds). Each of the AVG
Social Impact Funds involves a different investment portfolio and risk-return profile. The manager of each fund of AVG Social Impact Fund is Launch Angels Management Company,
LLC, doing business as Alumni Ventures Group (AVG), a Massachusetts-based venture capital firm. AVG is a for-profit company that is not affiliated with or officially sanctioned by any
school. This summary document is for preliminary informational purposes, and no offering of securities is made with this document. Offers are made only pursuant to formal offering
documents, which describe risks (which are significant), terms, and other important information that must be considered before an investment decision is made. Questions or requests
for additional information on AVG or this fund may be sent to info@avgfunds.com.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and this fund involves substantial risk of loss, including loss of
all capital invested. Moreover, you should not assume that any of the above content serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice about investments.
This Offering will be made solely to accredited investors who accept the responsibility for conducting their own analysis of the investment and consulting with their professional
advisors with respect to their analysis of this investment. All documents referred to in this material are available upon request from eligible investors and should be reviewed by you
and your advisors for a complete understanding of their provisions. Early-stage companies are risky investments, not suitable for all investors.
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